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Turnbull 1-67

Location - The property, which consists of 8 contiguous unpatented 

raining claims numbered P 95384 - 87 and P 95544-4-7, is situated 

in east central Turnbull Township, about 14 miles due west of 

Timmins, Ontario.

Access - Highway # 101 is taken westwards from Timmins, then 

Highway # 576 north to the United Obalski (formerly Genex) turn-off. 

This road is taken southwards for 2 miles to a bush road which 

leads westwards for ^ miles to the centre of the property.

Topography - The ground is fairly flat, with a slight rise to 

the east, where outcrops occur. The relief is approximately 

50 feet.

Linecutting - A north-south Base Line was established along a 

pre-existing cut line situated off the east side of the property. 

Traverse lines were cut westward from the Base Line at 400' 

intervals. In all, fourteen traverse lines were cut, and numbered, 

line O to line 52 N. Tie lines were cut along the south, west, 

and north boundaries of the property. The Base Line, traverse 

lines, and tie lines were all chained and picketed at 100' 

intervals. A total of 11^- miles of lines were cut.

Electromagnetic Survey - The electromagnetic survey was performed 

between June 3, 1968 and June 22, 1968. The instrument used was
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a McPhar V.L.E.M. dual frequency unit, capable of operation at 

1000 cycles per second, 5000 cycles per second, or both frequen 

cies simultaneously.

The equipment consists of a transmitter and a receiver. 

The transmitter is composed of a transmitter coil, transmitter 

console, and engine generator. The receiver is composed of a 

search coil, amplifier, clinometer, and headphones.

The transmitter coil is energized by an alternating 

current produced by the engine generator, resulting in the 

production of a primary magnetic field. This primary magnetic 

field links with any conductor in its vicinity, producing an induced 

current which gives rise to a secondary magnetic field. At a 

given receiving station, the direction and magnitude of the 

primary field is altered by the secondary field. The direction 

of the resultant field is determined by means of the search coil 

with its attached clinometer. Measurements are made in terms of 

dip angles, and are recorded in degrees. The plotting of the dip 

angles at both frequencies gives profiles which are useful in 

estimating the depth of the conductor axis, the dip of the conductor, 

and its relative conductivity.

The range of penetration is normally considered to be 

approximately half the separation distance between the transmitter 

and the receiver, although other factors, such as the type and depth
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of overburden, must also be taken into consideration.

The results of the EM survey are shown on the map 

accompanying this report. A linear zone of weak conductivity 

was found trending N-S across the east part of the ground. 

This zone appears to consist of at least 2, and probably 4* 

separate en echelon conductors. Conductor A was located on line 

O at 31 * 50 W. Conductor B was found to extend from line 4 N, 

27 * 50 W, across line 8N, 28 * 00 W and line 12 N, 26 * 00 W, 

to line 16 N, 26 * 00 W. Conductor B may be the strike exten 

sion northwards of Conductor A. Conductor C extends from 

line 24 N, 29 * 00 W, across line 28 N, 27 * 00 W, and line 

32 N, 26 * 00 W, to line 36 N, 26 * 00 W. Conductor D was 

located at line 40 N, 20 * 00 W, and found to extend across line 

44 N, 17 * 00 W to line 48 N, 16 * 00 W. Conductor D may be 

the strike extension northwards of Conductor C,

Conductor B is slightly stronger than the others.

Magnetic Survey - The magnetic survey was performed between 

June 11, 1968 and June 13* 1968. The instrument used was a 

Sharpe Fluxgate Magnetometer, model MF-1.

A base reading was established on line 28N at O * 00 W 

(at the Base Line). All readings were calculated relative to the



base reading. Readings were taken at the base control station 

at periodic intervals to discern day-to-day and diurnal drift. 

Any changes noted in the magnetic intensity were then applied 

as factors, and progressive adjustments were made to each reading 

taken during a specific period of time.

The results of the magnetic survey are shown on the 

map accompanying this report. 555 stations were read.

The property appears to be one of low magnetic relief. 

The magnetic intensities measured on the property range from a 

low of 300 gammas on line 36 N, 20 * 00 W, to a high of 680 

gammas on line 28 N, 14 * 00 W. The average, or background, 

readings on the property range between 450 - 550 gammas. No 

anomalous magnetic features were found on the property.

Conclusions and Reccemendations - There are no anomalous magne 

tics associated with the zone of weak conductivity. The braided 

pattern of 2 - 4 separate en echelon conductors within the zone 

of conductivity suggests that the causative conductor may be 

a shear zone or conductive sediments. No outcrops occur in or 

near the conductive zone, and the conductor remains unexplained. 

Consideration should be given to the drilling of one diamond drill
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hole into Conductor B to explain the cause of its conductivity.

EAG/cc E. A. Gallo

Geologist 
Noranda Expl'n

Co, Ltd. 
Noranda, P. Q*
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